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Every Frame
Tells You A Story
Art has its own language; it doesn’t need words to describe it. This is what
we believe in DIFC. DIFC ART NIGHTS 2020 not only exhibits exquisite art 
collections by international artists, but also encourages the local art enthusiasts. 
From inspiring art collections by Amanda Ovington to acrylic and oil paintings
by Mohamed Hussein, the two-day event is full of magical art experience
that will leave you mesmerised.

Artists, especially the regional talents who o�en don’t get many opportunities
to showcase their work, DIFC o�ers them an ideal platform. It’s a place where 
their valuable work gets a chance to be appreciated and recognised
by a global audience.

Commi�ed to encouraging art, culture, and cra�, DIFC ART NIGHTS transport 
one to a world of imagination and art. 



Galleries
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AnYahh!! Art is a Leading brand of a�ordable art with galleries in India and Dubai. 
Voted as the “Best Art Gallery”, AnYahh!! o�ers over 2000 Original A�ordable 
Artworks in Dubai alone. AnYahh!! endeavours to encourage and promote 
emerging talented Artists from across the globe and showcase the talent through 
its three global art galleries. Working closely with architects and interior design 
companies, AnYahh!! Art has successfully serviced over a thousand art-projects
in the region. With over 200 artists in its strong portfolio, AnYahh!! can commission 
art as per speci�cations and wants of the interior project.

Anyahh Art
Abdullah Ali, Dilip Chaudhury, Bandana Kumari, Shrikant Kadam, Bijay Biswaal

Instagram: @anyahh_art_dubai

Website: www.anyahhart.com



Legacy Art is a “Platform for Emerging Art & Artists” from all over the world 
to showcase their art and connect to the art lovers residing in Dubai, UAE 
and the region. Legacy Marketing & Artistic Events DMCC (“Legacy”) 
provides a complete bouquet of services including researching, procuring 
and commissioning of artworks.

Legacy Art
Artist’s Platform

Instagram: @legacy_art_dubai

Website: www.legacyartdubai.com
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GROUP SHOW | Curated mix of contemporary and master paintings 
from all over the world.

Opera Gallery
Artist’s Platform

Instagram: @operagallery

Website: www.operagallery.com

image not provided



Sconci Gallery

COLLECTIVE EXHIBITION: L.VALENTINI, AUGUSTE, MR.BRAINWASH,
DICÒ, VIRUT, SPITZ. Collective exhibition through pop art and street art.

Twi�er: h�ps://twi�er.com/sconcigallery

Instagram: @sconci_gallery

Website: h�p://www.sconcigallery.net

image not provided
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Tabari Art Space

TOYS AND TROPHIES: FROM ZEUS’ PANDORA TO BARBIE DOLL | The selected works 

aim to probe the socially constructed reality of feminine beauty and its relation to the 

male gaze in contemporary, neoliberal society. Working with acrylic on canvas,

the artist continues her unabashed social commentary, re�ecting upon what she 

encounterson the streets of Beirut and beyond in the cybersphere where international 

mass media and social media platforms continue to shape and reinforce limiting and 

dominant visions of gender. Darghouth, who regularly connects far-�ung in�uences 

from literature, philosophy and music to her personal experiences in the modern world 

now turns to Greek mythology as her point of departure. Pandora was the fabled �rst

woman to be constructed in ancient Greek society and unleashed with unrivalled 

physical beauty. 

Website: www.tabariartspace.com



The Empty Quarter
Mohammad Kamal

OUTLANDS | It is a collection of landscape and portraiture works that explore

remote locations and rural outposts in China and the Arctic Circle, by Dubai-based 

photographer Mohammad Kamal.

The series captures the intersection of the natural world and human presence, 

spanning �shing villages, rugged mountain ranges, ice caves, and minority 

communities.

His large panoramic imagery is typically constructed from multiple exposures

taken over a period of time, under dramatic skies and natural light. His portraits

are an intimate examination of the lives of the elderly in their own homes. 

Instagram: @mokamalphotographs | @theemptyquarter_dubai

Facebook: theemptyquarter

Website: www.theemptyquarter.com |  www.mokamal.com
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Van de Goudenberg
Ioannis Kadras

Instagram: @goudenberg_art

Facebook: @goudenbergart

Artist's Instagram: kadras_art

LOCKDOWN INSTALLATION | 
Dedicated to the topic of lockdown 
during the Coronavirus Pandemic. 
The artist created this interactive 
installation as a re�ective piece
that depicts themes of self-isolation, 
social distancing, and the everyday 
struggles we have all faced during
the lockdown.

SILHOUETTE SERIES | This series
portrays the state of mind and 
relationship between oneself.
The colors and tones were inspired
by the middle eastern region's
cityscapes, coastlines and desert 
landscapes.



“Art washes away
from the soul the dust
of everyday life.”
— Pablo Picasso
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Artists



Website: h�p://www.amandaovington.com/

Amanda Ovington
Artist

CONSEQUENCE | This exhibition entails 3 pieces inspired from the human 

impact on the environment.

"Favoured" is about a mother protecting her baby in the colossal 2019/20 

bush�res in Australia.

"Tangled" is a totem pole including 4 ceramic sea sculptures wrapped

in �shing net and other human waste.

"Seized" is a giant 3x2metre captured �sh installation suspended

in a metal cage.
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LA VIE | Exhibition La Vie represents how I perceive and feel the world around me.

With my art I try to urge people to seize the beauty of the present moment and 

believe in their dreams. My oil painting depicts wings of �ight that portray the life 

paths of individuals who are trying to �nd themselves. In the same way, I believe

we come to Dubai to �nd ourselves. Another work shows women wearing masks.

This depicts how we women sometimes have to pretend to be someone else to �t

into society’s standards. 

Anastasiya Lugovska
Contemporary Artist

Instagram: @anastasiyalu

Website: h�p://lulucreative.tilda.ws



THE LEADERS POLYPTYCH | The Leaders polyptych artwork presents
three portraits of the United Arab Emirates leaders:
Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, who was the ruler of Abu Dhabi for more
than 30 years, Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, who is the Vice 
President and Prime Minister of the UAE, and the current president of the UAE
Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan. The Leaders polyptych is an artwork in progress
and plans to be extended and enriched with portraits of other signi�cant Sheikhs. 

Dima Fatum
Artist

Instagram: @artsmiley_arts | Facebook: artsmileyonline | Twi�er: ArtsmileyArts

Linkedin: h�ps://www.linkedin.com/company/artsmiley | Website: www.artsmiley.com
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Instagram: @artsmiley_arts | Facebook: artsmileyonline | Twi�er: ArtsmileyArts

Linkedin: h�ps://www.linkedin.com/company/artsmiley | Website: www.artsmiley.com

VISION INTO INFINITY | Acrylic Canvas painting, Vision into in�nity
is my realiszation that if we wish we can get connected to the in�nite universe. 
I feel that we are all connected; it is just the ma�er of consciousness.

Koushal Choudhary 
Artist

Art Smiley



QUARANTINE | Acrylic on canvas 
painting.  The painting depicts
a person infected with Virus,  
Covid-19 and on his face
appears the features of fatigue, 
and despite this, his eyes �ll with
a look of lack of despair and 
challenge to cross the crisis.

WITHOUT FEATURES |
Oil on Canvas painting
expresses the state
the world is going through
now in taking precautionary 
measures, and because
of that the disappearance
of features and personal
identity behind masks.

Mohamed Hussein
Artist

Facebook: artsmileyonline | Instagram: @artsmiley_arts

Twi�er: ArtsmileyArts | Linkedin: h�ps://www.linkedin.com/company/artsmiley

Website: www.artsmiley.com
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Rany Melad
Artist

Facebook: artsmileyonline | Instagram: @artsmiley_arts

Twi�er: ArtsmileyArts | LinkedIn: h�ps://www.linkedin.com/company/artsmiley

Website: www.artsmiley.com

HIS HIGHNESS SHEIKH ZAYED | Mosaic Paintings

POWER OF HORSE |  Mosaic Live Show

HIS HIGHNESS SHEIKH MOHAMMED BIN RASHID AL MAKTOUM |
Mosaic portrait of HH Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid 

LIVE ART PERFORMANCE OF MOSAIC | Crown Prince of Dubai

Art Smiley



RUSTIC - THE FOREVER NOW | The collection has been inspired from earth 
rustic elements. Experimenting di�erent mediums is essential in my artwork. 
I have used my own creation of paste & texture using earthy natural 
resources. This collection embraces nature-inspired textures, simple and 
earthy colors, and ultimately and unpretentious organic warmth. My aim
is to bring happiness and warmness to people’s heart by connection with 
nature. Let’s allow wonder, and gratitude for this extraordinary nature in 
which we live.

Randa Elsisi 
Artist

Instagram: @randaelsisi_art
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MANNEQUIN ART | "Earth": This Art season, Artezaar presents an innovative
and beautiful collection of artworks promoting sustainable art, pu�ing the 
environment at the forefront. Our theme "EARTH", symbolises our love and 
connection to Mother Earth. Each of our art piece weaves a story close
to the Artist's heart and is expressed aesthetically with materials that are
in tune to nature, such as twigs, leaves, vines, discarded wires, used fabric, 
paper, magazines, cartons and anything else found at home.

Artezaar
Artist

Instagram/ Facebook/ Twi�er/ Linkedin/ Youtube - @artezaar



Gold metalist and award winning photographer

Asim Cheema
Photographer and Founder

Instagram: @asim_cheema & Facebook: CAMPIX

Website: www.Asimcheema.com

Campix
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Ieva Balciunaite
Artist and Director

Instagram: @createyou_dubai

Website: www.create-image.com

NATURE’S BUTTONS | Each bu�on will contain natural elements
such as stones, plants, and sand. To capture and symbolise design,
the installation combines apparel fashion design and Dubai's natural
beauty of unique desert sands and vegetation, all transparent
to the human eye. The positioning of the bu�ons will allow for a sense
of movement, a symbol of our world today.

CreateYou



Elyes Shubailat
Artist

Instagram: @elyespetitpinceau

CANVASES ON EASELS | Elyes is a six year-old artist, who developed a passion 

for painting with the nurturing support of his mum. His unique style and pale�e 

of colors are core to his abstract work. Over the past two years, Elyes has 

produced nearly 50 paintings, all of which are a true re�ection of youthful 

exuberance, free-�owing creativity and the simple, pure pleasure of painting!
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Emerging Scene
Curators

Instagram: @emergingscene

Rebia Naim founded  Emerging Scene in 2011, a platform promoting the work of emerging 
visual artists in innovative formats by creating concept events in partnership with art 
galleries, cultural institutions, public and private spaces. Rebia is the curator for Elevision 
Media's digital art gallery, the UAE's largest digital media broadcast network.
Rebia cumulates over 15 years of experience working in the �ne art industry and holds
a Master's degree in Communication & Cultural Mediation - specialised in Arts and NTCI 
- New Technology of Information & Communication from the University of Nice Sophia 
Antipolis. (France)

Rebia Naim

Tina holds a B.A. in Art History, and a Master’s of Philosophy in the History of Art from 
Christie's London through the University of Glasgow. She has over 20 years of experience 
as an art consultant and curator, in Los Angeles, New York, London, New Delhi, and most 
recently Dubai, speci�cally working with emerging artists. " I'm always amazed at the 
diversity of creativity and innovation that emerging artists from around the world bring 
to their art. It speaks volumes about what they experience as individuals, and how they 
view the world."

Tina Mcgonagill



HOLOGRAM ART | Emerging 
Scene is introducing its series
of art and technology displays
to showcase the latest variations
of art on technological supports 
taking the visitor into an 
entertaining artistic dimensions

POP ART HELMETS | Created in 
2020, Wow Art is a high-end 
quality handcra�ed sculptures 
maker inspired by di�erent well 
known universe. All our sculptures 
are handmade and we are using
the best material directly coming 
from Italy. We have started this 
company as we wanted to make
art a�ordable for everyone.

WOW Art
Artist

Instagram: @wowart.fr

Website: www.wow-art.fr

Emerging Scene
Artist
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SAND ART | We live in an age of digitised aesthetics, where art can be churned 

out quickly, and online platforms can ensure that it lives forever. Hence, it’s rare 

to �nd artists like Nathaniel Alapide who are still willing to utilise a medium as 

di�cult and �eeting as sand. Working for the Jumeirah Beach Hotel, Nathaniel 

uses his unique talent and resourcefulness to create breathtaking sand-drawn 

art and large scale murals on the beaches of Dubai. In addition to creating 

artworks upon request of VIP hotel guests, he even hosts specialised classes

on how individuals can tap into their inner creativity.

Nathaniel A. Alapide
Artist

Instagram: @alapide_creator



CONVERGENCE | "Our country, cosmopolitan & diverse, always encompassing 

acceptance and respect, understanding that each individual is unique and 

recognizing our individual di�erences, along the dimensions of race, ethnicity, 

gender, socio-economic status,  & physical abilities. My Installation is inspired

by this diversity. It is the exploration of these di�erences in a safe, positive and 

nurturing environment. My �gures are a recognition that no one culture is 

intrinsically superior to another.  A proof that Diversity is a beautiful strong 

weave.  The �gures are presented in a way that it feels like they are living in that 

moment and all those moments have converged together in one platform, 

representing the unity"

Masarratfatima Sulaimani
Artist

insta/fb: @artyzendesign 

fb/twi�er: @masarratfatima

Emerging Scene
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TIMELESS COLLECTION | Established in 2010, Fatima bint Mohamed bin Zayed 

Initiative (FBMI) is an innovative social enterprise that harnesses the traditional

skills of the Afghan people to produce beautiful hand-kno�ed carpets, embroidered 

furniture, and local handicra� at fair market wages. FBMI products are marketed

and sold internationally. To date FBMI has employed over 4,000 Afghans – 70%

of which are women, 35% of which are widows – at its facilities and provided each

of them and their families with free access to healthcare services.

Fatima bint Mohamed
bin Zayed Initiative (FBMI)

Instagram: @FBMI_UAE

Website: www.FBMI.ae

FBMI



Foad Hamzeh
Artist

Instagram: @fh.visual

FH.VISUAL | 3D Arabic Calligraphy Artist
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Pallavi Dean
Artist

FBMI

Instagram: @zuleya.ae  | FBMI_UAE

Website: www.FBMI.ae

METAMORPHOSIS | Roar, an interior design studio, and Zuleya, a 
carpet weaving enterprise by Fatima Bint Mohamed Bin Zayed 
Initiative - FBMI, have collaborated to design a unique piece that 
respects the traditional Afghani craftsmanship. Roar’s interior 
designers, Pallavi Dean and Ana Carreras along with Zuleya, 
formed this partnership with the goal to develop research
driven objects used in everyday settings.



Shiba Khan
Artist

Shiba Khan, an artist, an art activist, a fashion designer,
and a social worker. Her paintings are a portrayal of her inner thoughts
and feelings in response to her surroundings.
Art is a form of self-expression without boundaries. It helps her to see things 
from di�erent perspectives, taking her on the path of spontaneity and 
discovery. She expresses her feelings and emotions by employing bold colors 
and textures in her paintings to portray her love for life and the beauty
and magni�cence of the natural world. She is the founder of Funun Arts.

Funun Arts
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Farah Khan
Artist

Farah Khan has lived in Dubai since 2012. A few years ago she discovered her 
passion for photography and ever since she is a constant part of Dubai art 
community. She is passionate about Photography & Art. Farah Khan
is the creative head of Funun Arts Group and is also a blogger; you can 
check her pages- Foodbatuta and Dubaiculturevulture. Apart from 
photography, art and blogging, she loves Yoga and poetry.
“Today everything exists to end in a photograph.” She is the creative 
designer of Funun arts.

Funun Arts



Noor Haidry Nazar
Artist

Pakistani artist, born in Lucknow 
and based in the UAE, Nazar has 
always had keen interest in classical 
music & art. This is a personal 
collection of his 'selected' works-
a fusion of both disciplines
in 'Oil on Canvas' & 'Acrylic on 
Canvas', based on two legendary 
techniques, "Pointillism & Cubism".

MA Hussain
Artist

Artist for more than 40 years
of experience, he creates oil 
paintings on canvas on various 
subjects. Horses are his specialty, 
art gives him energy and power
to create.

Funun Arts
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Khan Ayaan Abdullah
Artist

He uses photography as a means
to document the world around him. 
He makes pictures that call 
a�ention to things that other 
people overlook. This exploration
of the overlooked helps him to 
engage more deeply with where
he is in space and time.  A focus
on details keeps him in the present,
it stops him from fre�ing about
the future or regre�ing the past.

Gwyneth Rasquinha
Artist

Gwyn’s passion for painting
is shaped by her constant quest
for serenity and paints as a form
of prayer. Celebrating life, positive 
vibes, motivation, serenity, and 
peace are recurring concepts in her 
work. Her works exhibit pa�erns, 
strokes, and color. Her preferred 
choices of medium are acrylic, oil 
pastels, watercolors and ceramic. 

Funun Arts



Mohammad Huzaifa Khan
Artist

"Mohammad Huzaifa Khan a keen photographer in grade 7.
His hobbies include playing table tennis, football, cooking, painting
and photography. Photography to him is the way to express an idea,
a message or an emotion. He uses photography as a medium
for creative expression."

Funun Arts
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Roohy Khan
Artist

Instagram: @fununarts | @shibakhanartwork

Website: fununarts.wordpress.com

Roohy Khan is an Arabic Calligrapher based in Saudi Arabia. She is from Bhopal, 
India. Roohy participated in more than 20 exhibitions, both solo and group
in countries including India, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Pakistan. Roohy got
The National Award in All India Calligraphy Competition and Exhibition (in 2014), 
held at M.F. Hussain Art Gallery in New Delhi, India. She has done Masters in Fine 
Arts and Masters in Biotechnology, and also Diploma in Calligraphy and Graphic 
Design from Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. Some of her artworks have been 
featured in Government Museum in India.

Funun Arts



Grácia Balfour
Artist

Instagram: @graciabalfour

Website: www.graciabalfour.com

PAST & PRESENT | Oil and acrylic paintings

Grácia Balfour Fine Arts
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Guelden Oguz
Artist

Contemporary art- Oil Paintings – 
Dervishes

FIND YOURSELF IN ITS HIDDEN DEPTH THE THUNDER INSIDE ME IN SILENCE

Instagram: @guldenoguz1111

Facebook: Gulden Oguz Art

Website: www.guldenoguz.com



Hadeel Al Alami
Senior Design Engineer

FEMININE WAVES | Pro�les
of famous faces done with
knife pallets.

Idriss B
Artist

THE ART COLLECTION |
This is a new animal released 
which is the Octopus inspired
by the Ossiano in Atlantis.

Website: hadeelalalami.yoasite.com

Instagram: @idrissbcom

Website: www.idrissb.com
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Ineza
Artist

The Mural | Our installation is an expression of how our signature 
décor can be utilised in the form of artistic expression. We want
to sha�er the stereotype of balloons art and showcase our 
interpretation of this.

Instagram: @ineza_ae

Website: www.ineza.ae



Priyanka Das
Artist

Website: www.in�nitycreativeart.com

FLORAL IMPRESSIONS | Art is a way of seeing the world, a way of expression. 
Priyanka's creative delicate arrangement of �owers will turn your room into a 
realm of light and joy. The artworks included are based on her feelings, thoughts, 
and things that she has enjoyed and experienced. The series consists of �oral 
portraits with elements such as femininity, lightness, and serene atmosphere. 
Eternally seen as products of positivity, healing, and development, �owers help by 
adding the perfect kind of emotion to the room, regardless of what you are into!

In�nity Creative Art
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ART INSPIRED HOME ACCENTS | "Origins Collective is an art inspired home accents 

brand. The 'Collective' brings together its love for the arts, �lm, fashion & all things 

vintage into a diverse spread of a�ordable items with a li�le hint of luxury.

The intention is to put the 'extra' in the 'ordinary' – be it a vibrant Pop Art Linen 

Cushion Cover or a glimpse of Aztec art. The collection is curated with artwork by 

independent artists from across the globe, giving the artwork life beyond paper 

and/or canvas, with an a�ordable range of cushion covers and o�omans. One has

the freedom to switch the covers to complement their mood and vibe of the day."

Origins Collective
Artist

Instagram: @originscollective

Website: www.originscollective.com



THE STAINED-GLASS 1 & 2 | "People are like stained-glass windows. They sparkle and 

shine when the sun is out, but when the darkness sets in, their true beauty is revealed 

only if there is a light from within." Stained glass, as an art and a cra�, requires the 

artistic skill to conceive an appropriate and workable design, and the engineering skills 

to assemble the piece. The purpose of a strained glass window is not to allow those 

within a building to see the world outside or even primarily to admit light but rather

to control it. For this reason, stained glass windows have been described as ‘illuminated 

wall decorations’. My inspiration to this art piece is a thousand-year history, traditionally 

made by structures and light. The meaning behind its purpose is to control elements 

from the outside while creating a beautiful sight from the inside. 

Romina Ocon
Artist

Instagram: @artsromina
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ATTICUS (THE FOOT), INVICTUS (THE BUST), THE HAND | Saikripa has always 

been fascinated by the beauty of the human body and enjoy creating and 

sculpting it. A�icus (the foot) stabilizes, and at the same time maneuvers the 

whole body. It’s our connecting and grounding cord to Mother Earth. The hands 

are a part of the human experience, to touch and to feel, to give comfort and

to love. It represents grace, protection, faith, blessing and generosity- the hand 

holds so much of power! Invictus (the bust) represents serenity, peace and 

stillness. His calm disposition invokes a feeling of comfort and familiarity.

Saikripa Sen Choksi
Artist

Instagram: @NeonSalsa  



Fatima Al Marri 
Visual Artist

CHALLENGING OF LIFE - LOVE | Challenging of life – Love is a hand pulled 
Print of two layers. The �rst layer uses a linoleum printmaking technique.
The second layer text of “Love” word use screen-printing technique.
The print is representing one of the life challenges I went through and it 
represents a special person who stayed beside me all that time with all 
emotional support to let me feel strong and good.

Instagram: @alwrd91

Website: h�ps://www.shaghafgroup.com

Shaghaf Group
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Shahrzad Naderi
Artist 

DIFC ART NIGHTS | Acrylic Painting on canvas

Instagram: @shahrzad_artistry



Sara Khalifa Al Mubarak
Photographer

Website: h�ps://skmmedia.ae

IT MOTHERBOARD MINIATURES | 
TECHNOLOGY combined with 
CREATIVITY is a piece of ARTWORK 
"The desire to create is one of the 
deepest yearnings of the human soul". 
"Creativity doesn't wait for that perfect 
moment. It fashions its own perfect 
moments out of ordinary ones." 

Material: Photograph
 Hard Cardboard 

GOLF SPONGE MINIATURES | When you 
put your heart and mind, then everything 
you imagine becomes real.  A picture
that showcases how mixing miniature 
characters with any available materials 
can turn to be an amazing work of art.

Material: Photograph
 Hard Cardboard

SMK Media LLC
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Sonya Rughani
Artist

Every block of clay has a unique form of message which awaits the imagination
& formation from an artist. Sonya Rughani, a British Indian from Dubai, �rst took 
on to sculpting by chance.  When the messy touch of clay turned into a passion
for sculpting, is a mystery.  Love for sculpting is one which can’t be explained but 
only experienced. Through her pieces of art, Sonya captures her feelings, thoughts 
& beliefs and symbolizes human expressions into special moments and milestones 
of her life.



BROKEN WINDOWS THEORY 2020 | If a window in a building is broken 

and is le� unrepaired, all the rest of the windows will soon be broken. 

ACRYLIC AND HOLOGRAPHIC ON CANVAS.

Zutitsque 
Artist and Entity 

instagram: @zutistique

Website: h�ps://www.zutistique.com/
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Donya Kashi
Artist

CANVAS PAINTINGS | I am an artist, specialist in oil paintings on Canvas 
(Islamic paintings, Emirates culture, Portray, Nature, European style 
paintings, etc). I use di�erent colors for my paintings. It is my hobby since 
I was a kid. It is a gi� from God. I love my work and I am proud of it.

WATERFALL
100 x 70 cm | Oil painting



OIL PAINTING | I will turn your photo into an oil painting

Lillo Dellutri | Portrait Artist

Instagram: @lilloart

Facebook: lillo dellutri

MIRA MEMOIR | “In the long run, the sharpest weapon of all is a kind 

and gentle spirit”. This is my �rst art exhibition and I dedicate it to my 

grandmother (Mira Mukherji). She lived a simple and gentle life.

She only spread love and joy. She is and always will remain in my heart.

Rohini Barua | Artist

Instagram: @wildsoulart

Facebook: Wild Soul Art 
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“The object of art is not
to reproduce reality,
but to create a reality
of the same intensity.”
— Alberto Giacome�i
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Origins Collective (Needs power (4x3m)

Fatima Almarri – 2 small painting
– still didn’t �nalize how display
Elyes Shubailat 2m x 2m 

Funun -Shiba Khan- 3x2m 

Hadeel Alalami- 2m x 2m 

Romina- 2x2m 

Idriss 3m x 3m 

Amanda Ovington 3m x 3m  

SMK Media  

Anyahh gallery 4m x 4m

Priyanka Das- 
Wooden Panel
Emerging Scene Martha Lamovsek
– ICONBOOTH 4x4m
Saikripa Sen Choksi 3 pedestals

Shahrzad

Asim 

Emerging Scene – Massarat -  3mx3m

Lillo Dell'Utri 5m x 6m

Sonya Rughani 

Rohini 

Art Smiley   

Emerging Scene- Hologram

Ineza  3 x 4m

Foad (3m x 3m) 

Zutitsque (5m x 5m) 

Gracia Balfour- Paintings on easels  
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Artezaar- installation & easels (24sq metres) 1

Anastasiya Lugovska – 2 boards  2

3

Donya (10 paintings on easels/
one wooden box painting) 
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"Art has the power
to transform,
illuminate, educate, 
inspire and motivate."
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